
Referral Program Terms & Conditions

The following Terms & Conditions govern Zoomo’s Referral Program (“Program”). Any Zoomo rental or Ride-to-Own
customer will be provided with a unique code to share with their friends and family. The referring rider is known as
the “Referrer” in these Terms and Conditions. The new rider using the unique code from the current Zoomo customer
shall be known as the “Referee.”

We reserve the right to cancel the Program in whole, or revoke the Program from any individual rider at any time.
Abuse, misuse, or any other negative behavior we see will result in disqualification.

Nothing in the Program supersedes any of the Rental Terms & Conditions applicable to the rider.

All referrals must be given at time of new rider sign-up.  Referrals cannot be applied retroactively.

Referrer

For a Referrer to qualify, they must:

● Create an account, and obtain a rental or Ride-to-Own plan through the standard Zoomo rental process.
● The Referrer’s account must be in good standing, and not in violation of any of the Terms and Conditions of

the rental.

When The Referrer signs up for a rental plan with Zoomo, they will receive a unique referral code via e-mail, which
they can further access through their rider hub.

The Referrer can share their unique referral code to any Referee. There is no limit to the number of referrals that a
Referrer can make.

Once a qualified Referee uses the code to sign up for a rental of the Zoomo bike, completes their onboarding the
Referrer will receive a $100 service credit that can be used towards any payments to Zoomo.

Referee

The Referee must be a new customer of Zoomo, having never rented a Zoomo product previously.

The Referee must present the Referer’s code at the time of sign-up.

The Referee will receive a $100 credit for using a Referer’s code. There is no obligation to enter into a rental just by
using a Referer’s code.

The Referee must pay a $150 refundable deposit at the time of rental or $200 down payment for Ride-to-Own plan,
and must also pay for the insurance cover for the duration of their membership through Zoomo.


